
From Worsted to Woolen 
IT’S ABOUT THE PREP AND THE DRAFT 
A classic worsted yarn is spun from wool that’s been combed (called “top” whether it’s 

been made by hand or commercially) and spun with a short forward draft, with no twist 

between your hands.  

A classic woolen yarn is spun from wool that’s been carded (called a “rolag” when 

made by hand, a “batt” when made with a drum carder, or “roving” or “sliver” when 

commercially processed) and spun with long draw. 

THINK ABOUT WORSTED TO WOOLEN AS A CONTINUUM 
What I’ve described as “classic” woolen and worsted yarns are two ends of a 

continuum. When you combine different fiber preparations with different drafting 

techniques you’ll get a yarn somewhere in the middle. For example, you might spin a 

well-prepared roving or batt with a short forward draw. Or, if you have commercially-

prepared top, you can spin it from the fold or allow twist into the drafting zone for an 

airier yarn.  

ALTERNATIVE DRAFTING TECHNIQUES 
Short forward draw is the classical drafting technique for worsted yarns, but short 

backward draw will also yeild a worsted yarn if you smooth the air out of the yarn and 

keep twist out of the drafting zone. Most spinners agree, though, that it’s a bit harder 

to keep the diameter of your singles consistent this way.  

Similarly, there are woolen drafts other than long draw. One of my favorites is to use a 

short forward draw while allowing twist between my hands.  

 



FINISHING WORSTED AND WOOLEN YARNS 
Give worsted yarns a twenty-minute soak in hot water and Eucalan or Soak and hang 

them to dry.  

Woolen yarns benefit from rougher treatment. Some agitation while washing will help 

the fibers settle into their new arrangement and even out. I soak them in a hot bath for 

twenty minutes or so and then agitate them a bit with a sink plunger I’ve dedicated to 

the purpose. If the yarn has been very loosely spun or plied, or if I’m worried about 

pilling, I will sometimes full the yarn by soaking and then agitating it as above, and 

then plunging into a cold bath.  

CHARACTERISTICS 

what it’s like best fibers when to use it

Worsted smooth 
drapey 
heavy, dense 
less insulating

fine and long wools 
with a staple length 
longer than three inches 
silk 

when you want: 
• a smoother, heavier 

fabric with more 
drape 

• clear, crisp stitch 
patterns 

• distinct colors in 
colorwork 

• resistance to wear and 
abrasion 

• a more elegant look

Woolen fuzzy 
elastic 
lightweight 
very warm

short-stapled fine and 
Down wools 
short, downy fibers like 
cashmere, bison, camel

when you want: 
• warmth 
• less weight 
• elasticity 
• stitch patterns to look 

softer and less crisply 
three-dimensional 

• colors in colorwork to 
blend and look less 
distinct (as in 
traditional Shetland 
yarns, which are 
woolen) 

• a more rustic look

 



RESOURCES 
Jacey Boggs, From Worsted to Woolen (Craftsy online class) 

Abby Franquemont, The Long and the Short of It (Interweave: DVD or downloadable 

video) 

Judith MacKenzie, A Spinner’s Toolkit (Interweave: DVD or downloadable video).

 


